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Abstract

The objective of the research is the development of pedestrian crossing choice models on the basis of road, traffic and human factors. For that purpose, a field survey was carried out in which a panel of 75 pedestrians were asked to recall 6 short walking trips in two different areas (a low density and a high density area) in the Athens city centre in Greece, allowing to record their crossing behavior in different road and traffic conditions. The same individuals were asked if 1) they are regular pedestrians, their mode choice characteristics, their risks perception and value of time and 2) they are exposed to traffic in Greece. The data used for each pedestrian’s crossing choice behavior were: the road, traffic and crossing scenario data were used to develop mixed logit type models of pedestrian behavior on the basis of risk taking and perception of risk. The resulting models showed that pedestrians’ crossing behavior are significantly affected by road type, traffic flow and traffic control. The questionnaire data were used to estimate human factors components of pedestrian crossing behavior by means of principal component analysis. The results showed that three components of pedestrian crossing behavior emerge, namely a ‘risk-taking and optimism’ component including the tendency to cross at mid-block in order to save time, a ‘risk-avoidance’ component concerning individuals with increased perceived risk of midblock crossing, who also appear to be treated public transportation users, and a ‘pedestrian for pleasure’ component forming together with individuals who do not perform crossing behavior in the three types of behavior and who use the safety crossing facilities available. Although signalized junctions provide pedestrians a protected crossing phase, most of them are seldom incorporated in pedestrian behavior models.

Results

Optimal scaling was applied on the 51 variables of the questionnaire, which were defined as multiple ordinal variables. Three components emerging from the 51 ordinal variables are extracted (eigenvalues>1 criterion). The resulting scales provides an opportunity to the development of pedestrian crossing behavior models. The scale items are presented in Table 1. The table includes the items in their original form, the scores for each item, the overall scores and the significance level.

Discussion

Unlike most existing studies, which either examine only road and traffic parameters and pedestrian demographics, or heavily focus on human factors alone, the present research attempted to examine the interaction between road factors, traffic factors and human factors (pedestrian attitudes, perceptions and preferences) in crossing choice modeling. The basic research hypotheses appear to be largely confirmed. Both fixed and random effects of human factors were found to be significant, although not strongly. However, their contribution to the overall fit of the model is rather small. The method implemented here is an intermediate step towards the introduction of human factors in pedestrian choice models. A two-stage approach was implemented: (i) a principal component analysis to estimate the latent variables “components” and (ii) their scores introduced in the choice model. Only the mean component scores are introduced (i.e. their variance is not included), some measurement errors and inconsistent results may be estimated. As a next step, “integrated choice and latent variables models” can be estimated.
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